
How is a WHY like a hamburger?
(It isn’t really, but we like a visual comparison…)

C O N T R I B U T E .TO  R E S O U R C E S

Need help crafting your WHY? Remember MADLIBS?
Try and complete these sentences

YO U R  P ROJ ECT
One sentence introducing 
your project and one to two 
sentences explaining what 
your are raising money for

YO U R  A M B I T I O N S
Two to three sentences 
providing more details 
about the project, why it’s 
important to you, and what 
you hope to achieve

H E R E ’S  A N  E X A M P L E

T H A N K  YO U
One to two sentences 
about yourself more 
generally and thanking your 
fans for their support

For my latest project, ‘Salon d’amour,’ I invite 
participants to wear unique handcrafted masks 
and then read love letters by famous poets and 
artists out loud to each other. I feel that this 
project is highly relevant in these challenging 
times, and I am raising funds to cover the 
production costs of expanding the collection 
of love letters, developing new masks and 
contacting potential performance venues.

Through my work I create transient realities that 
explore new strategies for connecting us with 
the world and with others. This is particularly 
apparent in my participatory performances. 
Sharing expressions or confessions of love 
crossing generations and continents, participants 
in ‘Salon d’amour’ are gently guided within a 
carefully choreographed setting that provides a 
mysterious atmosphere supported by magical 
lighting and a captivating soundscape.

For my latest project I am going to paint/photograph/build/film/draw/design/write/install/exhibit (be specific). 
It is always a challenge to fund my passion but with Contribute.to I can cover production/framing/studio costs/
publishing fees/tour money. With name the exact amount you are trying to raise , I can make this project a reality. 

Your contribution will enable me to further describe the project in detail because describe why it really, really 
matters to you . This will take my work to the next level because explain why this is important to you right now 
and give me a real sense of insert the overwhelming emotion you will feel when you’re done since my need for 
name a universal human need will be met. 

My art has always been about describe what is core to your practice. Through my art I try to insert adjectives 
that give the reader a sense for who you are and what you are trying to achieve. I would so appreciate your 
support to make this happen. Thank you.

If you like my work - and want to see more of 
it - I do hope you’ll consider contributing to 
help cover the production costs. Thank you!
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